The ever elusive Google algorithm leaves many companies scratching their heads, jumping on the latest trends and wasting money on
inefficient tactics. What works in one industry does not necessarily apply to your situation. Get SEO expertise and a customized strategy
for your business to bring your website to where it should be.

Rise to the top with eBridge
•

Don’t let a lack of resources or time stop your SEO in its tracks. With eBridge, you will have a dedicated SEO team working constantly to get you on top and keep you there.

•

Maintaining search engine rankings is a constant, in-depth process that is ever-evolving. Our team will stay on top of all the
details, so your business can maximize every opportunity.

•

SEO involves many different strategies and an effective SEO plan is tailored to each specific situation. With your goals in mind, our
team will carefully craft a strategy that works with the current realities of your SEO situation.

Choose from 3 SEO packages:
The do-it-yourself SEO starter package (SEO Audit): eBridge will provide a full diagnostic and website audit, with a clear road map
for the strategies your business should implement to achieve SEO success.
The basic onsite SEO package (one-time SEO implementation): More in-depth than the starter package, eBridge will consult with
you on onsite strategies to improve your rankings and make them happen. This option includes a full competitive analysis and landing
page optimization.
The complete hands-off SEO package (full monthly management): eBridge will handle all aspects of implementation and maintenance. Ideal for businesses without the resources or in-house expertise to manage SEO. Including all the elements of the basic onsite
package (competitive analysis and landing page optimization), the complete SEO package also includes link building strategies. All
the elements of the basic onsite package (competitive analysis and landing page optimization) plus link building strategies included.*
* Extra charges apply to any additional offsite optimization strategies, such as web content creation, blogging, social media, online
articles etc... Contact eBridge for more information.
Choose the best package for your business, and get eBridge’s SEO expertise working for you. We’ve been helping technology
companies achieve their internet marketing goals since 2001. Get our award winning team working for you today!

About eBridge
eBridge marketing solutions has been helping technology companies achieve their internet marketing goals since 2001. Our awardwinning team has built a strong reputation for delivering strategic campaigns with excellent results. We’re committed to providing you
with innovative and high value solutions.
Contact us today to find our how ebridge can help your organization succeed online.
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SEO Services

When your perfect customer performs a Google
search, is your website where you want it to be?

